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Dear Brothers and Sisters, Friends, Benefactors and Sponsors of ISA!

TIN

It has become our tradition to come up with a yearend ISA Bulletin in order to establish
an affinity with our students, alumni, sponsors, benefactors, partners, collaborators,
friends and members of the ISA Family both locally and internationally.
We offer you a short description of our public lectures, seminar-workshops,
spirituality fora, summer courses, research, publications, meetings of the International Academic
Advisory Board (IAAB) and of the Board of Trustees (BOT) and many other activities.
We are proud to say that ISA has contributed to the area of raising people‘s awareness on
the importance of spirituality here in the Philippines and in our neighboring Asian Countries.
The good Lord continues to shower His blessings by continuously providing us people of
spiritual insights and wisdom. We can only say that you have been a big part of our success.
And so, we thank you and all other people who, in one way or another, have become part of the
ISA Family in the realization of our vision, mission and goals!
We look ahead to 2017 with renewed spirit, vigor and enthusiasm. We can do so because
we are confident of your being one with us in our pursuit of a meaningful, timely and relevant
spirituality responsive to the needs of our times.
We wish you all a bountiful and Blessed 2017. God bless us all!

Respectfully yours,

Fr. Rico Palaca Ponce, O.Carm.
ISA Executive /Academic Director
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JANUARY 2016

Public Lecture: “Spirituality of Laughter”
(January 30, 2016)

The founder of ―Pinoy Laughter Yoga
(PLY),‖ Mr. Paolo Martin Trinidad,
facilitated a public lecture on ―Spirituality of
Laughter‖ in the afternoon of January 30,
2016.
With more than 50 participants, the
lecture focused on certain traditions that
utilize laughter as a component of religious
practices and how these traditions are
practiced by Filipinos in nurturing the spirit.
The experiential session enabled the
participants to see the link between Science
and the Spirituality through what the world considers the best medicine - laughter.
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FEBRUARY 2016

Seminar – Workshop: “Spirituality and Bibliodrama”
(February 5 – 7, 2016)

On February 5-7, 2016, a Seminar-Workshop on ―Spirituality and Bibliodrama‖ was
held.
The workshop was facilitated by two resource persons: Dr. Natividad B. Pagadut and Sr.
Anne Brittain, nds.
There were 15 participants coming from different men and women religious
congregations.
This basic bibliodrama course is based on an experience of an encounter with God‘s
word through attentive listening to prayerful music, meditative dances, body gestures, individual
and group reflections and joyful sharing.
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Board of Trustees Meeting
(February 17, 2016)

TIN

The ISA Board of Trustees (BOT) held its regular bi-annual meeting on February17,
2016 at 9 AM and on August 6, 2016 at 2 PM at the ISA Conference Room, 4th Floor Teresa
Building, New Manila, Quezon City.
BOT members present were Sr. Flor Pauline Duran, Carm. O.L., Fr. Tjeu Timmermans,
O.Carm. and Fr. Christian Buenafe, O.Carm. together with the members of the executive
committee, Fr. Rico Ponce, O.Carm. and Fr. Edgar Cayanan, O.Carm., and the staffs, Sr. Gerlette
Fatima Cabahug, Carm.O.L. and Fr. Gilbert Sabado, O.Carm.
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Lenten Reflections
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(February 19 & 26, 2016)
Fr. Bernard Roosendaal, O. Carm.,
facilitated three talks during Lent.
He gave his first talk on February 19,
2016 at 5:30 – 6:30 PM on the topic ―On the
Road in the Bible: What Matters is the
Journey and not the Arrival.‖
Session 2 was held on February 26,
2016 (5:30 – 6:30 PM) and discussed ―The
Samaritan Road Map towards an Other
Possible World‖.
The third session was held on March
4, 2016 (5:30 – 6:30 PM) and discussed ―The
Mission of Religious Life in the Permanent
Missionary Church‖.
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“Ecumenical Accompaniment in the West Bank: Spirituality of
Solidarity and Resilience”
(March 12, 2016)

A Filipino Muslim from Cotabato, Mr. Acmad Toquero Macarimbang, spoke on
―Ecumenical Accompaniment in the West Bank: Spirituality of Solidarity and Resilience‖ on
March 12, 2016 at the Titus Brandsma Center.
He gathered an audience of almost 50 participants, and shared his experience as a
volunteer and an eyewitness to the pains and suffering of people whose faith in God is untainted
by doubt.
Mr. Macarimbang currently works as a consultant on Mindanao projects with the
Foundation for Sustainable Society (FSSI), a funding NGO for social enterprises. He was
research director for Al-Mustafa Foundation Inc. in Makati City, and research associate for the
Centre for Research on Islamic and Malay Affairs in Singapore. He was the first Muslim
Ecumenical Accompanier in the West Bank.
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(March 24, 2016)
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The Institute of Spirituality in Asia (ISA) conducted its third pilgrimage tour in
partnership with PIRRKO and TROY TOURS, Inc. on Holy Thursday March 24, 2016 after
previous pilgrimages in Bulacan and Laguna. The visits highlighted the Stations of the Cross as
well as of tradition of making a wish when visiting a church for the first time and praying the
Lord‘s Prayer, three Hail Marys and a Glory Be.
As in the past two years, the visits to historic and significant churches were part of the
official calendar of January-December 2016 activities of ISA. But unlike the pilgrimage to key
churches and heritage houses of Bulacan in 2014, the 2016 pilgrimage had no live commentaries
from ISA associate Mr. Noel Valencia, a Bulakeno, and from accredited tour guides. Therefore,
the material (―Pangasinan Parishes‖) prepared by the staff of ISA and read out before each
church visit proved invaluable. The following capsule on evangelization efforts in the province
of Pangasinan is from the material:
―The Augustinians were the first to begin the work of Christianization in Pangasinan as
early as 1575. They came with the expedition that was sent to crush the Chinese pirate Limahong
who had retreated to Pangasinan when he failed to capture Manila. They found the people
unresponsive and unenthusiastic, so they abandoned the place and moved north.
―The Franciscans arrived next, and went through the same disenchantment.
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―The Dominicans came next, and were the most successful at evangelization. They succeeded
BULLE in
founding the towns of Binmaley, Calasiao, Santa Barbara and San Fabian. While this was taking
TIN
place on the eastern part of the province, the Augustinians were finally succeeding in
evangelizing the western portion which now comprises the Diocese of Alaminos.
―The Dominicans founded other towns on the eastern portion, including Binalatongan, now San
Carlos City, the biggest town in Pangasinan; Asingan in 1698, Villasis in 1763, Binalonan in
1841, Rosales in 1853, Urdaneta in 1863, Pozorrubio in 1879 and Sison in 1896.‖
Pilgrimage participants
The organizers were able to gather
100 participants. The first group was
composed of individuals who had joined
pilgrimages managed by Pirkko and Troy to
the Holy Land and Europe. This group was
led by Dr. Marissa Cos Alcantara, assistant
academic dean of ISA. Assembly point was
Ortigas Avenue.
The second group had 51 participants
but two could not join at the last minute. Led
by Fr. Rico Ponce, O. Carm. ISA Executive and Academic Director, they included the staff of
ISA and of other offices of the Order of Carmelites-Pilipinas; the novices; four members of the
core group of pelikula@titusBrandsma which holds a monthly film dialogue at the Titus
Brandsma Media Center; individuals responding to emailed or personal invitations of ISA; and a
party of six from the East Asian Pastoral Institute (EAPI) based at the Ateneo de Manila
University in Loyola Heights, Quezon City.
Before the pilgrimage
As the participants assembled, they were offered coffee and pastries, as well as bottled
mineral water and pilgrimage kits which contained the following readings:
1. Ang Bagong Daan ng Krus (Stations of the Cross as updated) – Word and Life Publications,
1992; Makati, Philippines
2. Songs for the Pilgrimage – Jesus, Remember Me; Stay with Me; Nada Te Turbe (Let
nothing disturb you); Hosea (Come Back to Me)
3. Prayers for Pilgrimage to the Holy Door of Saint Peter‘s Basilica
4. Jubilee of Mercy Prayer
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5. Invitations-Flyers to ISA activities: Lecture series for May, July and November;
Summer
BULLE
Course on Carmelite Spirituality; Seminar-Workshop on Biblical Foundations of Mercy;
TIN
and World Media Congress co-sponsored with International Christian Organization of the
Media (ICOM) and New City Press
6. Evaluation Form/Suggestions for the next area of the pilgrimage/comments/
recommendations
As soon as they had finished breakfast, everyone boarded the ultramodern air-conditioned
tourist bus which left 4:40 am, ten minutes behind schedule. All were welcomed by Fr. Ponce,
who introduced the pilgrimage staff all wearing black shirts marked ―I Love ISA‖ for easy
identification:
1. Fr. Gerard Flor Gutierrez, O. Carm (co-chaplain)
2. Ms. Joy Kialkial
3. Ms. Sheba Martinez
4. Mr. Antonio Jamora (official photographer)
5. Ms. Susan Quilang, who quickly became Ate Susan, the `go-to‘ for candies, pastries and
water
According to Fr. Ponce, the pilgrimage to beautiful and historic churches was ISA‘s way
of reflecting on and celebrating the Paschal Mystery of Christ in his passion, death and
resurrection. It was also envisioned as a moment of reflection and thanks. Fr. Ponce led prayers
for loved ones as well as for individual and community concerns, the country and the world. And
In remembering the 31 victims of the explosions in Brussels, he prayed for harmony, peace and
understanding.
Lastly, everyone offered prayers for a safe travel and in appreciation of the people who
had formed part of the pilgrimage. Fr. Ponce outlined the schedule on the bus – praying the
rosary (led by Ms. Sheba Martinez and Ms. Kialkial); playing audio and video tapes of religious
hymns as aids to reflection together with the materials in the kit; and watching films on St.
Teresa of Avila and on St. Teresa Benedicta of the Cross (Edith Stein). And per church the
schedule was an introduction to the church by Fr. Gutierrez; alighting from the bus; short silence;
recitation of two Stations of the Cross (10 minutes); individual reflection and prayers (15
minutes); souvenir photographs; and return to the bus.
Pilgrimage proper
Because of heavy traffic all morning, the pilgrims entered Urdaneta City, the first town of
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Pangasinan, at noon. Everyone sacrificed lunch so as to visit the following churches: BULLE
TIN

1. Parish of the Holy Child (Binalonan)
From Wikipedia, one learns how
Binalonan had Ilocano immigrant-herdsmen
and laborers who used to eat their packed
lunches (balon or baon in the dialect) under the
camachile trees in the fields just outside
modern-day Urdaneta. Thus, this site came to
be known as Binalonan – ―the place where they
take their balon‖.
The Dominicans founded Binalonan
Parish in 1841, according to the marker placed
on the Church on January 30, 2008 and quoted
in the material compiled by the ISA staff. The marker came from ―generous donations of New
York and New Jersey Binalonans (Joey and Remy Castelo-Sellona and Drs. Jose and Violy
Quintos.‖
Also from Wikipedia, one reads of how Binalonan was awarded by Malacanang Place in
1968 as ―Most Beautiful and Cleanest Town in the Philippines‖ and of how it has another
treasure in the form of the Santo Nino Parish Church, a veritable landmark of Christian social
service and Spanish colonial architectural legacy. In the center of the altar is the statue of the
Holy Child, said to be miraculous and unscathed by the bombs thrown by the Japanese during
World War II.
The statue was veiled with a purple cloth when ISA pilgrims came on Holy Thursday, but
below is a wedding picture available from Wikipedia. What the ISA pilgrims saw for themselves
was the ceiling festooned with paintings from the church entrance all the way to the dome.
―Wow, it‘s like the Sistine Chapel,‖ enthused one of the Carmelite novices about the
impressive style of the portraiture of Biblical scenes, religious events, saints and angels.
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2. Parish of Our Lady of the Holy Rosary (Manaoag)
BULLE
Known also as Minor Basilica of Our
TIN
Lady of the Most Holy Rosary of Manaoag, the
present church was built in 1912. It measures
289 meters long and 13.65 meters wide. It has a
cruciform which was built in 1939 and which
measures 58.50 meters long and 15.10 meters
wide.
Inside, the church has large stained glass
windows and paintings of vignettes on its
history. And outside, it had statues of saints
atop its long and wide walls.
This church is a major pilgrimage site
for the ivory image of Nuestra Señora del
Santísimo Rosario de Manaoag. Under this
Marian title, the Blessed Virgin Mary is invoked as patroness of the sick, helpless and needy, and
is honored on two feast days: the third Wednesday after Easter and the first Sunday of October.
According to Wikipedia, the image dates from the sixteenth century. It was made at the
expense of Capitan Don Gaspar Gamboa, a tertiary of the Dominican Order. From Pope Pius XI
it received a Canonical Coronation on April 21, 1926, while from Pope Benedict XVI its shrine
received indulgences equal to the Basilica of Saint Mary Major on June 21, 2011.
The image can best be viewed from the main entrance of the church, but what greeted the
ISA pilgrims who entered from the back was a long line of Holy Week devotees (perhaps from
Manila) intent on kissing or touching or brushing a handkerchief against the image.
The church was crowded, humid and truly in need of its industrial-type ceiling fans but
the ISA pilgrims wound their way to the sixth and seventh Stations of the Cross. They also
managed to reach the altar for a shot with the venerated image. Upon leaving, they saw another
set of devotees offering candles to a replica of the image in a courtyard within the compound.
The ISA pilgrims bought religious items, native delicacies like tupig and delectable-looking
fruits – and then got waylaid looking for the bus, which had parked way beyond the agreed-upon
7-11 branch on the main road. And so, everyone clapped when the last `lost soul‘ climbed in.
3. Parish of Saint John the Evangelist (Dagupan)
Saint John the Evangelist was one of the first disciples of Christ. Originally a fisherman
like his father Zebedee and brother James, he was a disciple of John the Baptist. Set afire by the
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baptizer‘s testimony of Jesus, he followed the Nazarene to Galilee where he was received
BULLEinto
the inner circle. His feast is celebrated on
TIN
December 27. The church of the parish
of Saint John the Evangelist is also the
Cathedral of the Roman Catholic
Archdiocese of Lingayen-Dagupan.
The diocese began in 1928 as the
Diocese of Lingayen with Most Reverend
Cesar Ma. Guerrero as bishop. In 1963 it
became the Archdiocese of LingayenDagupan, incorporating the two major
commercial centers of Pangasinan. It had
the activist Archbishop Oscar V. Cruz (known for being critical of gambling) as titular head
before the present Archbishop Socrates B. Villegas.
Archbishop Villegas was previously assigned to Bataan where O.Carm. priests administer
a parish and where ISA pilgrimage co-chaplain Fr. Gerard Gutierrez had served as chaplain in
one of its facilities before volunteering for missionary work in Papua New Guinea.
And so, he asked the soutanned priests arranging the foot of the altar if he could pay his respects
to `Bishop Soc‘, only to learn that the Archbishop was resting before the afternoon
rites. The sequel to this incident is that in the next church visited, Fr. Gutierrez met a doctor
friend and his wife without any appointment whatsoever – giving credence to Fr. Ponce‘s ―We
are all here for a reason‖ statement later that night.
According to additional research done for this report, the present church was begun in
1934 by then Bishop Mariano Madriaga (1902-1981) and finished under Bishop Federico Limon,
SVD. It was consecrated in 1974.
Renovated by Archbishop Villegas, the Dagupan Cathedral – as it is also called – has
above its altar a carving of Christ Crucified flanked by Mother Mary and Saint John the
Evangelist. It was a good way for the ISA pilgrims to commemorate the Way of the Cross and to
link the patron saints of the churches visited so far: the Holy Child, the Blessed Mother and the
apostle assigned by Christ on the Cross to care for her (―From that moment he took her to his
home‖).
The ISA pilgrims were also blessed to see and hear the choir of the Dagupan Cathedral
singing live. This they realized only when they posed at the altar for their group picture and
looked up to see an entire choir practicing hymns for the evening service.
―Wow, all the while I thought it was recorded music,‖ gushed Elmer Adarayan, member of the
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core group of pelikula@titusBrandsma. And as a lofty way to end the visit to the titular
seat of
BULLE
`Bishop Soc‘, one of the ISA pilgrims caught a glimpse on the right side of the entrance of an
TIN
interpretation of the Holy Spirit in stained glass. It was flying on ―Ah! Bright wings‖ – as in one
of the best-known poems of Gerard Manley Hopkins, S.J. (Fr. Gerald Gutierrez, O.Carm, take a
bow, chuckled that ISA pilgrim to herself).
4. Parish of Saints Peter and Paul (Calasiao)
As a thread linking the Lingayen-Dagupan Cathedral to Calasiao, the material prepared
by ISA notes how Calasiao had temporarily hosted the Lingayen Cathedral and the Archbishop‘s
Palace amidst three bombs thrown into the church and the convent during the fight for liberation
from the Japanese. The bombs failed to explode.
In her blog Journal of Journeys, Dr. Yellie P. Estrella writes that the brick walls, high
ceiling, and wood-paneled second floor have earned for this church recognition from the
National Museum and from the National Commission on Culture and the Arts as a National
Cultural Treasure.
According to the material prepared by ISA, throughout Pangasinan, Calasiao has the bestpreserved church bell tower. After the 1990 earthquake, parish priest Msgr. Luis B. Ungson
reconstructed the church and restored the bricked front wall, antique statues and the ceiling‘s
original floral motif.
At present, the church owns fully automatic bells or chimes which can be heard within a
7-8 kilometer-radius. ―State-of-the-art computerized musical system‖, it was described by
culture-and-history writer Amadis Ma. Guerrero in his article ―A Pangasinan Pilgrimage to the
Past‖ from his Manila Critics Circle-awarded book Philippine EcoDestinations (Anvil
Publishing, Inc., 2000), pp. 18-22. He wrote in 1998:
―The pilgrimage continues at the splendid Church of Saints Peter and Paul in
Calasiao: baroque-romanesque in style, with a pyramid-shaped façade. castle-like finials
on the side, belfry, pastel pink and green colors, grand convent house and state-of-the-art
computerized musical system.
―The original church, dedicated to St. Paul, was constructed by the Dominicans
way back in 1588. Then, in 1621, the parish became known as Church of Saints Peter and
Paul, presumably because a new church was built. In 1763, the Palaris Rebellion broke
out in Pangasinan. The rebels besieged and burned the church and convent, even as the
alcalde mayor and other Spaniards sought refuge in the tower. Some of the rebels,
however, respected the friars and allowed the Dominicans to escape.
―In 1804, a new parish church – the present church – was constructed; it had three
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naves (main aisles), and was 89 yards (varas) long and 30 yards wide. In theBULLE
nineteenth
century, the cycle of burning and reconstruction continued. The most recent catastrophe
TIN
to visit the church was the great 1990 earthquake… Since then, restoration work (―and
not repair‖) has proceeded slowly but surely …‖
Again because of heavy traffic within Pangasinan, Fr. Ponce decided to forego visits to
the parish churches of St. Hyacinth in San Jacinto and of Santo Tomas de Aquinas in Mangaldan.
Lunch was at 4 pm at Panaderia Antonio in Calasiao. Menu was soup, fried milkfish
(famous delicacy of Pangasinan which is known as the Bangus Capital of the World), a side dish
of stir-fried carrots and green beans, and ice cream for dessert. The pilgrimage resumed with
visits to:
5. Holy Family Parish (Santa Barbara)
Upon entering Sta. Barbara, the ISA
pilgrims alighted from the bus and were
politely asked by policemen for their business
in town ―para lang alam namin‖ (just so we
know). Ms. Kialkial assured them that
everyone was visiting in relation to Holy
Week.
And to link this town to the town just
visited: research for this report shows how
Santa Barbara de Tolong (its complete name)
was under the care of the Vicariate (the term
of the Dominicans for parish) of Calasiao; was founded by them on October 21, 1741; and
accepted as a Dominican mission in October 1742. Also in 1742, the church and its retablo (altar
piece) were built.
Again according to Wikipedia, it was in 1972 that the church took the Holy Family as its
patron during Pope Paul VI‘s visit, but a church bell in the photo collage in a Wikipediaaccessed website is labeled in Spanish as ―Sagrada Familia Ano 1895‖.
The material from ISA says this church has endured numerous earthquakes and fires
through the years but most of its structure has been preserved in its pristine condition (perhaps
because it is under the patronage of Saint Barbara, invoked for help – tolong in Pangasinan‘s
dialect) during earthquakes).
The website of the parish lists the following facilities: Church office and rectory, Holy
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Family Hall, baptistry, choir loft, Villa Familia, Jardin della Verde, Our Lady ofBULLE
Manaoag
Grotto, Garden of the Cross, Garden of the Rosary, Chapel of Salvation, Adoration Chapel and
TIN
Memorial Hall. As they walked back to the bus, for the first time some pilgrims saw two vendors
selling what seemed like a botanical mutation: corn with violet and white grains on one and the
same cob.
6. Saint Alphonse of Seville Parish (Malasiqui)
The patron saint of this church was bishop of Toledo, scion of a distinguished family (but
has no date of birth listed in the Wikipedia entry), and nephew of Saint Eugenio, his predecessor
in the See of Toledo.
Alphonse became a monk at an early age in the monastery of Agli near Toledo. While
still a simple novice, he founded and endowed a monastery in Deibensi. Ordained in 630, he
became abbot of Agli and signed the documents of the Councils of Toledo from 652 to 655. In
657 he was named archbishop and served for nine years.
According to Archbishop Caxelo of Toledo, Saint Alphonse was a disciple of Saint
Isidore of Seville. He saw a vision of the Blessed Mother who thanked him for his zeal and
devotion. He also wrote to glorify the Church and to defend the rights of the Metropolitan See.
In the dark the ISA pilgrims could make out tarpaulins of the Jubilee of Mercy placed on
the walls of this church. Inside, they recited the Stations of the Cross between rails setting off
areas. And as they streamed out, at least one of them glimpsed near the church door on the right
side a pledge of stewardship which seemed to have been installed by a bishop.
Across the street, the pilgrims were pleasantly surprised when offered blood pressure-taking
facilities, analgesics, comfort facilities and warm smiles by the staff of the 24/7 first aid station
planned to be there even after Easter.
7. Cathedral of Our Lady of the Immaculate Conception (Urdaneta)
On April 22, 1985, L’Osservatore
Romano announced the appointment of
Most Reverend Pedro G. Magugat, MSC,
until then Military Vicar of the Philippines,
as the First Resident Bishop of the newly
constituted Diocese of Urdaneta.
He took possession of his
jurisdiction on June 29, 1990 at the
Cathedral of Our Lady of the Immaculate
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Conception, which became the diocesan see.
BULLE
Upon his untimely death, the Holy See appointed the Most Reverend Jesus C. Galang as
TIN
the Second Resident Bishop of Urdaneta on December 7, 1991, who was in turn succeeded on
September 21, 2005 by Most Reverend Jacinto Agcaoili Jose, the incumbent bishop.
The Urdaneta cathedral was the second to be visited by the ISA pilgrims in just one day.
In the dark they could barely see the fountain and the statue (above) because they were intent on
finishing the Stations of the Cross. The fourteenth proved interesting in that it was not curved out
of wood like the rest – but of stained glass lit from the back.
After the last picture taking on the altar, the ISA pilgrims examined the retablo – a single
piece of wood painted and varnished red and gold. They were fortunate that they could still see
the still-unshrouded Holy Spirit in the form of a dove. God the Father with hands raised and God
the Son completed the triptych.
One pilgrim admired the bishop‘s seat and was informed by a Carmelite novice that its
correct name is cathedra (―Ah, ex cathedra when the Pope speaks infallibly?‖). Another pilgrim
admired the altar base carved with bas reliefs of Agnus Dei, St. Joseph and the Holy Child as
identified by Fr. Ponce himself.
The ISA pilgrims saw a full moon from the altar window and glanced up the ceiling at
chandeliers all ablaze. No one could believe that the pilgrimage was over, and many took shot
after shot before boarding the bus.
One pilgrim lingered at the left side of the cathedral to admire a carroza fully-decorated
with fresh flowers and bearing the statue of Christ Crucified – all ready for the Good Friday
procession around Urdaneta. A few steps away from the carriage was a simple folk art-style
statue of Saint Peter and his symbol – a cock which had crowed when he denied Jesus.
Post-pilgrimage
Indeed, everyone had again sacrificed meals on time. Supper came past 8 PM at
Matutina‘s Seafood Restaurant. Menu was steamed rice, pancit, soup, roasted milkfish, eggplant,
ampalaya and string beans cooked pakbet style. There was also bottomless iced tea and a dessert
of paper-wrapped nougats (coconut flakes covering a soft creamy center of carabao milk).
After supper it was time to shop near the Cathedral for munggo beans, saluyot and other
green leafy vegetables and the famous bagoong or fish sauce (boneless, proudly proclaimed the
label).
Everyone was back on the bus at 8: 56 pm for the trip home. They held high up the
medals, crucifixes, prayer books, novenas and statues bought during the pilgrimage to be blessed
by Fr. Ponce. He had robed himself in the appropriate vestments and was walking down the bus
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asking the Lord to bless the tokens of the pilgrimage. He also asked Him ―to give everyone
good
BULLE
health and to lead them to a life dedicated to prayer and sincere holiness.‖
TIN

Feedback and informal evaluation
After an hour of rest, Fr. Ponce invited the pilgrims to share their thoughts and to speak
about their experiences during the pilgrimage. He enjoined each one ―not to be shy, because God
brought us all here together for a reason.‖ The highlights of the informal evaluation:
1. Unidentified male participant: Our Lady of Manaoag is a major pilgrimage site but I
believe we lacked time to pray properly. The problem was the traffic jam since many
people go to Baguio every Holy Thursday and so, maybe next time, we can have our
pilgrimage on a weekday. (Response of Fr. Ponce: We will take this suggestion into
consideration.)
2. Mr. Arturo Nicanor: We had a happy time and we became close. We did not have
major problems.
3. Fr. Gerard Gutierrez, pilgrimage co-chaplain: It was my first time to finish seven
churches, and I had a good experience. I am here in the Philippines for a reason and I
agree with Fr. Rico that it‘s not a coincidence that we met today as we did (―pinagtugma
tayo ni Hesus”).
4. Ms. Normie Lacanilao, Secretary of the O.Carm Philippines Congregation: I cut my
trip in Europe because I wanted to join this pilgrimage. I am very happy I did.
5. Bro. Augusto Orlando Bartolome, O.Carm: Thank you for letting us novices join. The
contact with other people enhanced our prayer life. For me, it was a spiritual experience
which gave me time for praying.
6. Ms. Rosenda Rollon, mother of Andrew James, core group member of
pelikula@titusBrandsma: My son has been telling me about his experiences with the
Carmelites. And so, I am very happy we, including my daughter, came. We all love you.
7. Female choir member of Immaculate Conception Parish: I received an email from Fr.
Rico, and so did two of my friends. And so, we three are here, just hobbling around and
needing help from new-found friends but we enjoyed ourselves. (Fr. Ponce: ―It must be
God‘s plan that we were all together today, as I have said.‖) For the record, the traffic
jam occasioned a frenzied search for gasoline stations and food outlets with comfort
rooms. This was also the case for other vehicles (and which crowded the single `mall‘ on
the long stretch of the road from Manila). The comfort rooms were jammed but Ms.
Sheba Martinez somehow managed to arrange with the attendants to give priority to the
senior citizens among the ISA pilgrims.
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8. Esmeralda Sanchez: I learned of this through Fr. Rico‘s talk but there were
only two
BULLE
seats available. Last week I texted him if I could still join, and I could. Today I found it
TIN
very striking how long Christianity has been in the Philippines and how deeply rooted it
is. Because of modernization and secularization, maybe it has become less rooted, I also
thought – more so when I heard the worldly music for our supper (note: instrumentals of
bossa nova compositions of Brazilian Antonio Carlos Jobim). Our recent experience with
calamities, however, made me think that trials can strengthen the faith of us Filipinos.
9. Ms. Rebecca Riva, representing teachers and youth: It was fine to experience seven
churches and to visit Manaoag. We had problems with the heavy traffic but on the whole,
the experience was a light one. Ang gaan. And it is the same for ISA, which is always
welcoming. I always feel I have a family in ISA.
10 Ms. Goya Sy (―straight from Boracay‖ – Fr. Ponce): I have been wanting to
experience this after I met Fr. Rico. Thank you for the time spent here. I feel catalyzed.
Maganda ang nangyari.
11. Ms. Sheba Martinez for the ISA staff: Thank you, Fr. Rico, for inviting me. I am
happy for having different experiences today – the traffic as well as praying.
12. Mr. Tony Jamora: Thank you I could come even if I had to be up 3 o‘clock to take
pictures.
At 10: 50 pm came these words of thanks from Fr. Ponce: ―It was a happy experience.
The buses got filled up. Thank you to all who helped, including our driver —– And now let us
sleep.‖
After the pilgrimage
The pilgrims arrived 2 o‘clock of Good Friday morning at ISA.
Carless participants were offered rides home by now-friends, and the female staff of ISA and of
O.Carm offices, plus Ms. Riva, were housed within the compound overnight.
Over a late breakfast the next day, some of the staff commented that a toilet could have
completed the facilities of the modern coach (which included a lunch table whose seats
eventually doubled as sleeping benches for ISA).
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A Biblical Spirituality of Holy Land: Images of the Holy Land”
(May 14, 2016)

The Institute of Spirituality in Asia (ISA) held a public lecture on the theme ―A Spirituality of
the Holy Land: Images of the Holy Land.‖ Venue of the event, which was held on May 14 - a day before
Pentecost Sunday – was the Titus Brandsma Center in New Manila, Quezon City.
ISA invited Mr. Mark David Walsh, a facilitator of biblical studies, faith formation and adult
education, to be resource person. Since 2009 he has been a visiting faculty member at the Institute of
Formation and Religious Studies (IFRS), Quezon City, and spent 2011 living in the Philippines.
Walsh is completing graduate studies in theology and went to Bat Kol Institute, Jerusalem. A
resident of that city, he is an associate of the Sisters of Notre Dame de Sion and works at their Centre for
Biblical Formation there. He has just been appointed program coordinator for their English Language
programs.
Present-day Holy Land covers Israel, Palestine, Jordan, Egypt and Syria but the speaker said that
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for the past 2,000 years, it has had Christians coming as pilgrims following the footsteps of Christ.
Earlier
BULLE
than that - since the time of the first temple - Christ‘s fellow Jews have been journeying to Jerusalem.
TIN
What makes the land holy, and what can biblical text and the traditions for interpreting them
do to help
people understand the Holy Land? And how can non-pilgrims make a pilgrimage of the heart and mind in
their own land, which is also holy?
―The land and the people have been shaped by the Bible,‖ said Walsh, ―and the Holy Land has
shaped the Biblical text and the people who lived there – and us sometimes, without we knowing it. This
talk is from the Holy Land to the holiness of the land.‖
Described in his curriculum vitae as a keen walker and photographer, the resource speaker used
pictures of his walking tours and travels, as well as maps, editorial cartoons, biblical verses, quotations
from Thomas Merton and Alan Watts (among others); hymns and songs such as one by Woody Guthrie
(Holy Ground), and moments of interactions among the participants themselves.
Walsh used pictures of the wilderness looking down the Dead Sea to show the influence of the
land on David writing Psalm 23 (―The Lord is my shepherd…‖). Having been a shepherd himself, David
at times had to look for and rescue his sheep from the wilderness and hills of what is now modern-day
Jordan, once a part of Palestine.
`Though I walk in the shadow of the valley of death…‘ can be exemplified by a picture flashed by
Walsh of a dark valley which has a shadow even in midday.
He said, ―There is not a lot of life in the hills and wilderness there, but there is life because of
water in the springs and rivers which mark them. `By restful waters he lays me… ‗
It
was
in
the
wilderness of Beersheba to where the
prophet
Elijah,
a
warrior of God who
triumphed over the
400 prophets of Baal
but who was hounded
by Jezebel, fled.
―This is Sinai
in Egypt,‖ said Walsh,
―and in a cave, Elijah
fasted
but
was
awakened by an angel
of God, who asked,
`What are you doing
here, Elijah?’This question of God is also important for all of us, and we should reflect on it.‖
Elijah looked for God In the wind, earthquake and fire but found the Eternal in a gentle breeze- or
in some other texts, in sheer silence or in a voice of fragile silence. According to Walsh, the wilderness
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may be the only place quiet enough to hear the voice of God.
BULLE
―Awe and wonder at creation begins with the cessation of activity,‖ Walsh explained, ―and a
TIN
spirituality of the Holy Land needs moments to stop to behold what is present and to see what
is beyond
the edge of the screen, as in photography. Something sacred is always afoot but we often miss the
moment. No space is free of God. A sense of spirituality of awe and wonder makes us aware of God in all
things. This is the call of mystics.‖
The land is the fifth Gospel, it has been said, and Walsh traced along maps of the bodies of water
where Jesus had undertaken his ministry. ―Galilee was fertile and a place of healing because of hot
springs thousands of years old, and a third of the Gospel had Jesus healing people. He was in touch with
his environment, and many of the stories on him also had to do with agriculture. He was a person of the
land.‖
It was in Caesarea Philippi – a city built by a son of King Herod at the base of Mt. Hermon, the
source of snow which fed a number of rivers –where Jesus asked Peter ―Who do people say I am?‘
―This question is also for the person reading Mark 8: 20-30,‖ explained Walsh. ―It is the same as
`What are you doing here, Elijah?‘ ‖
It was also in Caesarea Philippi where Jesus said, “You are Peter, and upon this rock I will build
my Church… ― which, according to Walsh, signals papal history and also the search for the divine in the
history of the created world as God asks, “Am I something more powerful and transcending empires?”
Walsh also cited God‘s creation of Adam - a word which can also mean breath or spirit (adamah) – and of
God‘s embracing Moses (who had led the Israelites from slavery to the Promised Land) and then taking
the breath of life away from him.
Lastly, Walsh referred to God in the burning bush and asking Moses to walk unshod on sacred
ground (Exodus 3: 1-10), which could be asked from everyone.
He also quoted Leviticus‘ admonitions to treat everyone, including aliens, justly and fairly ―or
else the land will vomit you for defiling yourselves.‖
He pointed out, ―Climate change, pollution – the land will not tolerate violence and abusive
behavior.‖
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“Summer Course on Carmelite Spirituality”
(May 16 – 21, 2016)

BULLE
TIN

The Institute of Spirituality in Asia
(ISA) held the 2016 Summer Course on
Carmelite Spirituality for 40 participants
on May 16- 21 at the Titus Brandsma
Center in Quezon City.
On Day 1 Mo. Elena Tolentino,
O.Carm. discussed ―Prayer in the
Carmelite Tradition‖. She used her
background in psychology for her work as
Formator (1993-1999) in the Monastery of
the Immaculate Heart of Mary in Burgos,
Pangasinan, which she co-founded in 1993
and headed from 1999 to 2004.
Mo. Tolentino counsels nuns by combining theology and philosophy with her undergraduate
major at the Far Eastern University plus the new field of Neuroscience. She cited medical
findings and showed short videos as well as working drawings on how the human brain and its
parts – including neurons, synapses, dendrites and the basal ganglia - can fight harmful habits
and form better ones.
The other resource persons presented the life and spirituality of eight Carmelite saints and
mystics. On May 17 Ms. Maria Angela Ureta, aO.Carm, spoke on St. Teresa of Avila and how
she transcended the social conventions of 16th century Spain - including life as a nun privileged
by her high economic rank – to lead reforms of the Carmelites despite physical pain and difficult
journeys across the land.
Shots of Avila, excerpts from bio-films, testimonies from her peers, quotes from her
writings, examples of her courage, level-headedness and humor– veteran media practitioner and
Teresian devotee Ms. Ureta used these devices to show the interior life of a prayerful mystic who
inspired renewal within the Church to become its first-ever woman Doctor.
On the morning of May 18, Sr. Raquel Sanchez, CMT discussed St. Mary Magdalene de‘
Pazzi (b. 1566), who at 17 entered the enclosed Monastery of Saint Mary of the Angels partly
because she could receive Communion daily. Included in her spirituality were abstinence,
penance and Meditation - which she learned at age nine from the family chaplain who used a
recently- published book on meditating on the Passion of Christ, and which she would bring
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along to the convent.
BULLE
St. Mary Magdalene de‘ Pazzi is better known for her extraordinary mystical experiences
TIN
than for her efforts at renewing the Church, as revealed in one of her many visions starting age
12. Through much of her life she was given to raptures and ecstasies.
To guard against the devil and to preserve her revelations, she was asked by her confessor to
dictate them to sister secretaries. She filled five books this way, and still managed to be Mistress
of Professed, Mistress of
Novices, and Sub-Prioress.
Her sixth book is called
Admonitions because it
came from her experiences
as a formator.
In the afternoon of
Day 3
Fr.
Bernard
Roosendaal, O. Carm.
presented a 20th century
martyr for press freedom
and a champion of education for the youth: Blessed Titus Brandsma, patron of the Philippine
Province of the Carmelite Order and himself a newspaper columnist and a radio commentator.
For leading Catholic journalists and newspapers in speaking out against the Nazis in the
Netherlands, Blessed Titus was jailed thrice and finally gassed in Dachau in 1942. His courage is
commemorated in media awards in his country and in the Philippines named after him.
Fr. Roosendaal also led the participants in offering written and spoken prayers and petitions at
the shrine of Blessed Titus within the venue itself.
On the morning of May 19 the fifth resource person, Rosalie Ko (Ph.D. candidate in the
ISA-SAIDI academic program), spoke about Bl. John Soreth (1394-1447), often depicted with a
ciborium which he had filled with the Sacred Hosts thrown to the ground by a mob in the siege
of Liege by Charles the Bold.
Against major events in the Middle Ages which directly affected the Carmelites newly
transferred to Europe – namely, the Black Plague, Hundred Years War and the schism which led
to the exile of the Pope to Avignon – Bl. John led reforms in religious observance as Provincial
for France and as Prior General for the entire order until his death. He also formalized the
entrance of Carmelite nuns.
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In the afternoon Sr.
BULLE
Bernabela
Galindez,
CM
TIN
discussed Bl. Elizabeth of the
Trinity (1880-1906), a discalced
Carmelite who lived in an age of
Jansenism (over-striving for
perfection and scrupulousness).
This
Frenchwoman
entered as Elizabeth of Jesus but
was advised by her community
to change her name to honor the
Trinity. She prayed poetically:
―… make my soul your heaven, your beloved dwelling and your resting place. May I never leave
you there alone but be wholly present, my faith wholly vigilant… Oh my Three, my All, my
Beatitudes, Infinite Solitude, Immunity in which I love myself…”
Her legacy, said Sr. Galindez, is that the Church dwells within us to give us silence and
heaven-like peace.
On May 20 Fr. Ernesto Montuerto, OCD (Prior of the National Shrine of Our Lady of Mt.
Carmel) focused on St. John of the Cross, known as the Doctor of Divine Love, and on the dark
night of the senses (apetitos) and on nada spirituality.
According to the speaker, John sees union with God as a clear notion of the spiritual goal
which he and St. Teresa lived and taught others. Further, spiritual life is a continuous process of
growth and regression which involves integral development and ―dark night‖ referring to his
mystical experiences and doctrine on union with God – a journey and an attitude of negation,
renunciation and self-denial.
On the morning of May 21, Fr. Serenio Jaranilla, O.Carm. talked about Venerable John
of St. Samson, a blind French friar who helped reform the Calced Carmelites via a return to
Strict Observance, including the contemplative prayer advocated by St. Teresa and St. John of
the Cross known as Aspirative Prayer. The speaker also held a workshop on how to pray “You
and I, my love, and never another nor more!” effectively and sensibly, even amidst traffic jams.
In the afternoon of the last day Fr. Jaranilla discussed Bl. Lawrence of the Resurrection, a lay
brother who gave witness to the contemplative life as he worked in the kitchen and in his shoe
shop. After his Dark Nights as a wounded soldier, Bl. Lawrence discovered God “among the
pots and pans” – an expression popularized centuries later by St. Therese of Lisieux, who saw
herself as God‘s Little Flower.
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TIN

Medical Mission: “Reaching out in Love and Mercy through Medical
Mission”
(June 4, 2016)
"At times we are called to gaze even more attentively on mercy so that we may become a more
effective sign of the Father's action in our lives."1
-- Pope Francis --

Responding to the call of reaching
out to the poor, sick and outcast in the
society as well as doing theology without
borders, the Institute of Spirituality in
Asia, Tahanan ng Pag-asa, Batang
Redemptorista '80 and LAPAMARU
in cooperation of Brgy. Mambugan
through Hon. Marlon B. Zingapan and
Council launched a medical mission last
June 4, 2016. It was held at St. Camillus
Day Care Center in Sitio Ruhat 3,
Brgy. Mambugan, Antipolo City. The
place of our medical mission was very appropriate because it was named after St. Camillus de
Lellis, the founder of the Camillian Religious order whose members dedicate themselves to
caring for the sick. We began our morning mission in prayerful adoration of our loving and
merciful God. We were then welcomed by Fr. Rico Ponce, O.Carm, and recognized per group.
After that we started welcoming the community in need of medical attention. We were able to
serve 200-plus members of the community with the help of doctors from Sacred Heart Hospital
in Malolos and from the Redemptorist Medical Program in Baclaran. We also had volunteer
nurses, medical technologists from Condo and Office Cleaning Services (CMDA) and health
workers from the community itself. We gave the beneficiaries initial treatment for their ailments
we well as medicines from Unilab, used clothes from Give Shop, and some snacks. We believe
that our medical mission succeeded because of the wholehearted generosity of members of
various groups in Brgy. Mambugan. We also had a brief sharing of experiences, appreciation and
thanksgiving by the volunteers and doctors for being able to extend their love and witness to the
1

Resources for teaching the theme of mercy weekly. See this site for more information and resources.
http://www.im.va/content/gdm/en/sussidi.html , accessed June 05, 2016.
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call of Pope Francis to put mercy
above all
BULLE
before judgment and condemnation, to be
TIN
merciful like our God who was and is
merciful to all of us. When he launched the
Year of Mercy, he said, "This Extraordinary
Holy Year is itself a gift of grace. To enter
through the Holy Door means to rediscover
the deepness of the mercy of the Father who
welcomes all and goes out to meet everyone
personally."2
Our presence in Sitio Ruhat 3 during the medical mission was indeed one way of
reaching out to the community and being compassionate as God is merciful. Even though we
spent only a morning with them, our hearts and minds are filled with hope that the community
had experienced the love and mercy of God. As Pope Francis says, ―On that day, the Holy Door
will become a Door of Mercy through which anyone who enters will experience the love of God
who consoles, pardons, and instills hope.‖3
As we pray and hope that "God will dry every tear from their eyes‖ (Revelation 7:17)4 ,
we also know we cannot totally remove their sufferings and cure their illnesses. We were giving
only initial treatment and basic medicines even as we knew how some of them need continuous
medical attention and daily maintenance medicine. Deep in our hearts we believe that our
merciful and generous God will keep sending good-hearted individuals and groups that will
respond to their needs.
We concluded our day by sharing a bountiful lunch prepared by each group. After sharing
our time, talents, skills and presence we enjoyed this meal. We left the place filled with gratitude
in our hearts for all the people who made it possible. Without them we could not have extended
love and mercy to the sick and the poor in Sitio Ruhat 3, Brgy. Mambugan, Antipolo City. Above
all we are thankful to God who calls us to witness that indeed, he abounds with kindness and
mercy.

2

http://ncronline.org/news/vatican/francis-opens-jubilee-year-call-church-puts-mercy-judgment
accessed June 05, 2016.
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Dreams and Spirituality
(July 9, 2016)
―Are you sure you want to share
your dream with us in public? And with
your family here?‖ This was what the
speaker half-jokingly asked a participant
of a well-attended public lecture on
dreams and spirituality, emphasizing the
personal nature of dreams.
Dreams are also one way that God
has communicated to people, said Lucito
de Jesus, wholeness and peace advocate,
professor, student counselor and host of a
radio program on dreams.
De Jesus, whose first name literally means Little Light, was the speaker of the Institute
for Spirituality (ISA) during the monthly forum held on July 9, 2016 at the Titus Brandsma
Center.He cited a number of Biblical characters who had dreams which helped family, friends
and even nations. For one, the Pharaoh was warned of famine in Egypt by Joseph (made popular
by the Broadway hit ―Joseph and His Amazing Technicolor Coat‖).
De Jesus told the audience of the forum, ―Dreams are to be discerned so that we can be
able to listen to God‘s message. One of the premises about dreams and spirituality is that dreams
are given for our healing and wholeness. A dream is a gift to be opened, used and cherished, and
is more powerful when looked at as a answer rather than as a question.‖
According to de Jesus, the purpose of dreams is to bring us to consciousness. He
mentioned aids to discernment such as dream work; time, rhythm and Emptiness, listening and
meditating; spiritual guides, asking about God‘s will or a Higher Will; and conscience, the small
voice within.
Dream work involves analysis and interpretation. Here, De Jesus mentioned dream
dictionaries, analysis and interpretation, symbolic association, cause and effect theory, and
relational approaches such as dialoguing with the figures in a dream, active imagination,
theological approaches and lastly, God‘s eyes.
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De Jesus also discussed how
Hebrew
BULLE
Scripture classified dreams - as a revelation
TIN
of God (which may or may not need
interpretation; as a symbol; and as foretelling
the future (prognostication).
He named a number of Biblical
dreams, including that of Jacob who saw a
stairway reaching the heavens with angels
ascending and descending it and God on the
very top.
The dream foretells of the wanderings and eventual return of the Jews to Israel when God
told Jacob ―I will give you and your descendants the land on which you are lying, and your
descendants will be like the dust of the earth, and you will spread out … All people will be
blessed through your offspring. I will watch over you wherever you go and I will bring you back
to this land…‖
The same dream foretells of a new nation when God himself renames Jacob as Israel
―because you have struggled with God and with men but you have overcome.‖
In the case of Joseph, he received the skill to interpret dream so that he could warn the
Pharaoh about famine. And so, Egypt withstood seven years of famine which devastated the land
of Joseph‘s brothers, who had envied him for his coat of many colors and sold him to slavery.
But Joseph forgave them, asked them to fetch their father, and invited them all to stay with him
in safety.
De Jesus said that there was a time when the Church viewed dreams as an affirmation of
God‘s voice. But in the 4th and 5th centuries, dreams became associated with evil when St.
Jerome(who translated into Latin the Greek and Hebrew Bible) mis-translated the Hebrew word
anan (which means witchcraft, soothsaying and predicting from omens or augury) to ―observing
dreams‖.
Later, St. Gregory the Great (born 549) - the last great Doctor of the Church of the early
Church – reversed himself in a second version of his book Dialogues which had earlier carried
the affirmative attitude of the early Church towards dreams and visions.
Both saints, said de Jesus about this bit of history, ―seemed to choose faith and doctrine, a
more rational approach to God, over ongoing direct experience of God‘s revelations through
dreams and dream work.‖
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De Jesus discussed dreams
BULLE and
spirituality in the context of relational
TIN
approaches, dialoguing with what he
called
dream
figures,
active
imagination, symbol amplification, the
theological approach and lastly, God‘s
eyes. God is also present in symbols
which capture profound statements
such as visions which are numinous
and filled with a sense of the presence
of the Divine and the Holy.
De Jesus quoted A Critical Dictionary of Jungian Analysis by Andrew Samuels, Bani
Shorter and Fred Plau when he defined a symbol as an unconscious invention in answer to a
conscious problematique and as an expression of something intensely alive - one might say
―stirring‖ in the soul.
What is also important to remember is how a symbol is expressed as a unique and
individual term while also partaking of a universal imagery (e.g., flowing water = life).
Symbols are useful when reflected upon and related to. In this way, they can be seen as
aspects of those images that control, order and give meaning to our lives. They come from
archetypes which find more full expression as symbols.
De Jesus referred to Dreams and Spiritual Growth by Savary, Berne and Kaplan-Wilkes
for six consequences for spiritual growth in making a commitment to one‘s destiny (which is
defined as ―what God and Life wants of me‖), one‘s journey (which is composed of destiny,
quest (―what I want from God and Life‖) and one‘s fate (―what seems inevitable in my life‖).
The third of six consequences is: ―I seek to improve my relation to God/source of my
destiny and my call.” And the sixth is ―I choose to accept as fully as possible the fruits of my
commitment as expressed in increased vitality and meaning, and representing God‘s purpose on
Earth.‖
De Jesus ended his talk with techniques for awakening the will–―Choose your spiritual
ideal‖ is one -.and with guide questions to help discern dreams.
One such question is: What would be a more desirable behavior, attitude or circumstance
that you/God had wished to evolve in the dream? How would you want to make it evolve?
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ISA Launches Book by Bishop Labayen
(July 23, 2016)

BULLE
TIN

The Institute of
Spirituality in Asia (ISA)
launched Spirituality of
Bishop Labayen: Builder
of the Church of the Poor
on July23, 2016 at the
Titus Brandsma Center.
The
541-page
publication contains the
writings of the late Bishop
Emeritus of the Prelature
of Infanta on four areas:
incarnational spirituality,
mission today, Church of the Poor and basic ecclesial communities, and ecumenism and
globalization.
ISA Executive and Academic Director, Fr. Rico Ponce, Ph.D, S.T.D. wrote ―Living to the
Full Potential,‖ preface to the book. He said of the first Filipino Carmelite ordained with three
others:
―We in ISA thank God for giving us an important figure in the history of the Church in
the Philippines and in Asia – one who dared challenge people to be sensitive and responsive to
the signs of the times. And so, let us savor his spiritual wisdom…‖
Fr. Ponce recalled how the book editor, Fr. Dave Dean Capucao, Ph.D, S.T.D., ―took it
upon himself to patiently search for, collect and sort out the most relevant and interesting
unpublished papers of the author.‖
For his part Fr. Capucao, coordinator for the book project and head of St. Joseph
Formation House of the Prelature of Infanta, had organized in 2014 and 2015 two symposia on
the theology of Bishop Labayen and was looking for reference materials for the paper writer.
―We came across a thick compilation of written works and talks … to various groups
both national and international,‖ said Fr. Capucao about the materials spanning 1995 to 2000 and
originally collected by the Socio-Pastoral Institute (SPI), a training institute founded in 1980 by
Bishop Labayen and by four other leaders to help church workers active in social reform.
Fr. Capucao added that the book launch marked the 90th birthday of Bishop Labayen
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(July 23, 1926-April 27, 2016). An alternate date would have been September 8, 2016
which
BULLE
th
would have been his 50 year of episcopal ordination in 1966, after being designated in 1961 as
TIN
Apostolic Administrator of the Prelature with less than two years of pastoral experience.
With words, songs and pictures, the launch honored Bishop Labayen. It was graced by
Infanta Bishop Bernardino Cortez, who wrote in the foreword of the book: ―Behind Bishop
Labayen‘s vision and mission was a spirituality that inspired him, guided him, and that lived in
him. The Bishop called it Incarnational Spirituality. How different is it from our understanding
of spirituality? The various conferences, talks and sharings…collected in this book will give the
answers.‖
The launch was livestreamed globally and gathered together priests, nuns and lay people
from many of the sectors empowered by Bishop Labayen in his 42 years in Infanta…―I am proud
of `Bishop Nonoy‘, as we call our third brother,‖ said Octavio Labayen, the eighth and youngest
of the Bishop‘s
brothers (they had
just one sister).
―I
remember
how
meek and mild the
people were,‖ he
added. ―One of the
first things he did
was to open a
radio station. And
the master plan for
the
electric
cooperative
was
already there, but
he called in our brother Eduardo, CPA, to set in order the book of accounts.
―At the despedida-bienvenida for him and Bishop Tirona, I saw how happy and contented
the people had become, and how he had already recruited some of the youth with vocations and
sent them to Metro Manila. How he supported them, I don‘t know.‖
One of the youths recruited, Bro. Jojo Soltura, emceed the book launch and reminisced
how the bells ringing at 10 o‘clock meant that Bishop Labayen was in town for Mass and that
school and office would be out that morning.
For his part Fr. Luciano `Nonong‘ Pili, remembers being 19 in 1969 and meeting Bishop
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Labayen at the first assembly of the National Secretariat for Social Action, JusticeBULLE
and Peace
(NASSA, established 1966 by the Catholic Bishops‘ Conference of the Philippines)… ―The
TIN
Church of the Poor was not yet so understood then, and so my friends and I joined the Prelature
in 1971-72. And now I can say how no other bishop has helped engineer the building of the
Church of the Poor and its punto de vista.‖
Fr. Christian Buenafe,
O.Carm, Prior Provincial of the
Philippine Province of the
Carmelites,
recalled
having
Bishop Labayen as his ordaining
bishops twenty years ago, and
recently co-chairing the Task
Force
Detainees
of
the
Philippines (TFDP) co-founded
by the Bishop.
―He would always ask
whenever we met how we were
doing,‖ said Fr. Buenafe.
Sr. Cres Lucero, FSIC was also a pioneer at TFDP and had the same experience as Fr.
Buenafe. She credits Bishop Labayen for guiding St. Joseph‘s College‘s shift to a pro-poor social
action stance ―for grade school up to college and our staff, even janitors, and us sisters.‖
Bishop Labayen also founded new congregations (Alagad ni Maria - reflecting his love
for the Blessed Mother, said his brother Octavio) and guided fledging ones, as testified to by Sr.
Yonni Biragay of the Apostles in Contemporary Times (ACT) and Sr. Alice Castillo of the
Augustinian Missionaries of the Philippines.
―Refine your charism and see you again in five years,‖ one of them remembers him say.
Other speakers at the book launch recalled the Bishop‘s role in other equally crucial
offices during the years of martial law and beyond: Sr. Rosario Battung, RGS for Ecumenical
Bishops‘ Forum, Pining Mariano for Bataris Formation Center in Baler, Joey Clemente for SPI,
Brenda Samson for Notre Dame de Vie catechists ―first from Baler and now nationwide‖) and
Juan Felipe of Calama (volunteer missionaries from a number of European countries).
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16th Spirituality Forum
Celebrating the Jubilee Year of Mercy in Spirituality and Health
(August 3 – 5, 2016)

The Institute of Spirituality in Asia (ISA) held the 16th Spirituality Forum on August 3-5,
2016 at the Mother Anne de Tilly Hall of the St. Paul University, New Manila, Quezon City.
Conference theme was ―Celebrating the Jubilee Year of Mercy in Spirituality and Health.‖
In his message, Prior Provincial Fr. Christian Buenafe, O.Carm., Ph.D. quoted Pope
Francis‘ Misericordiae Vultus and said, ―Health is a state where one enjoys mercy, for `mercy is
the bridge that connects God and man opening our heart to a hope of being loved forever.‘ As we
come to celebrate our life in health, let us open our hearts and fill each other‘s presence and
giftedness with God‘s mercy.‖
Almost150 participants, including one each from Indonesia, Germany and Hawaii, filled
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the venue to its seating capacity. They were welcomed by ISA Executive and Academic
Director
BULLE
Fr. Rico Ponce, O.Carm, Ph.D. who explained the conference theme.
TIN
He said ―Medical studies have confirmed that spirituality can have a profound effect on
mental and physical states. When people face tough situations, including health problems, they
can fight feelings of helplessness with the help of religious beliefs and practices.‖
Keynote speaker Dr. Jaime Galvez Tan noted how Jesus invites everyone in Matthew 7:7
to ask, seek and knock – to ASK on God‘s door of mercy ―to ask for our hearts to be changed
and renewed, to seek to forgive and be forgiven, to love and be loved, and to knock and
courageously respond to live a life that is holy, pleasing and acceptable to God.‖
For his talk Dr. Tan drew
on his experience as a rural
physician, as a health and
nutrition program officer of
UNICEF, as a consultant to
international health agencies, as a
professor in his alma mater the
University of the Philippines, as
an author of eight books, as a
radio program host, as the Chair
of Health Futures Foundation and
as a Secretary of Health.
Dr. Tan quoted from the Bible and said that God heals today through his Holy Spirit. He
shared what he called laws on giving and receiving: ―Share God‘s healing mercy with others –
that his love, mercy and compassion can be experienced through you.‖
He also asked the audience to remember this formula for SELF 1.0 and 2.0: Sleep as well
as Stillness; Exercise as well as Embrace; Love as well as Laughter; and Forgiveness as well as
Friendship.
Dr. Tan added, ―Remember the SELF but also turn to the #1 healer – Our Lord Jesus
Christ.‖
We can glorify God by taking care of our bodies, he said – for example, by using natural
foods ―which God has blessed us as our everyday medicine‖. Here he cited fruits which are
abundant in the country and which prevent and heal illnesses – namely, the pineapple and
papaya.
Dr. Tan also gave the documented benefits of what he called the best vegetable in the
country (malunggay or Moringgaoleifera) as well as the best stem, spice, grass and palm (the
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coconut). Plant a local tree, he urged everyone at the end of his talk.

BULLE

The

second
topic
was
―Spirituality
and
Human
Development‖ with
Dr. Ernest Francis
Nora, M.D.; the
Medical Director of
BIOSAFE,
as
speaker.
He
presented
the
biological
foundations
of
health, the risks of
TIN

cigarette smoking, and the dangers from stress.
For ―Spirituality and Pastoral Care-giving‖, the speaker was Fr. Rodolfo Vicente
Cancino, Jr. M.I. He is a Camillian priest-doctor who is also Executive Secretary, Catholic
Bishops‘ Conference of the Philippines Commission on Health Care.
Calling HIV/AIDS a silent scourge, Fr. Cancino shared his experience of meeting a
former prostituted woman who eventually dies at the government‘s facility for people living with
the HIV virus.
He also analyzed the parable of the Good Samaritan who ―stooped to help‖ a traditional
enemy of his people. He called Jesus the ultimate model for a Good Samaritan.
The fourth speaker was Dr. Grace Nono, Ph.D., whose award-winning book ―Song of the
Babaylan‖ had been published by ISA. She is also an ethnomusicologist and the president of
TAO Foundation. In her talk on ―Indigenous Healing and Spirituality‖ she traced the historical
records on pre-Spanish priest/priestesses-healers-diviners- intercessors with the natural and
supernatural worlds.
Dr. Nono recalled witnessing a healing session for a member of an indigenous group
who had been having pain in his leg.
She believes that nature-based spiritual healers continue to guide, enrich and blend with
their communities as well as with Christianity, Islam, the government and health and
development workers.
The last topic was ―Spirituality of Aging and Dying‖. Here, Sr. Ma Corazon Manalo,
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D.C. – who is a Superintendent of the Education Ministry of the Daughters of CharityBULLE
Schools in
the Philippines – presented the different schools of thought on senescence and eventual death.
TIN
She also shared her ways of staying young: ―Read books and be happy and ready to give them
away, for one.‖
Sr. Manalo cited her struggle against debilitating diseases, and provoked laughter about
praying, ‖Lord, let me clear my room first‖ – but she triggered a discussion on counseling the
elderly to let go of life.
The points raised by the five speakers elicited comments from the ISA International
Academic Advisory Board (IAAB) on the last afternoon of the forum.
The
members
present were Dr. Alfredo
Co, eminent Sinologist
and expert on Buddhism
and
other
Eastern
religions, who pointed
out the common thread
of the complexity of
mind, body and spirit;
theologian Fr. Daniel
Franklin Pilario, CM,;
who underscored the
‗instrumentalization‘ of Scripture by gurus of health and wellness; Fr. Eliseo Mercado, Jr. OMI,
who blended his triple `brokenness of body‘ into thoughts on going to the light;‘; and Sr. Anicia
Co, RVM, Ph.D, who lauded Sr. Manalo for putting dying in context.
The forum closed with a video tribute to Fr. Matthias Timmermans, O.Carm, founding
member of the ISA Board of Trustees, who died on June 28, 2016 in Boxmeer, the Netherlands.
`Fr. Tjeu‘ will be remembered for supporting ISA to develop a distinct character as a
research institute in Asia. A posthumous plaque of appreciation was given to Fr. Tjeu
recognizing his significant role in the conception, birthing, growth and development of ISA. It
was signed by Fr. Christian Buenafe, prior provincial of the Carmelites in the Philippines and
chairman of ISA Board of Trustees, and by Fr. Rico P. Ponce, O.Carm, executive director of
ISA. Fr. Bernard Roosendaal, O.Carm. received the plaque in behalf of Fr. Tjeu Timmermans.
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BOOK LAUNCHING
(During the 16th Spirituality Forum)

TIN

Three new publications of ISA were launched during the 16th Spirituality Forum. These were:
 “The Spirituality of Bishop Labayen: Builder of the Church of the Poor”
Author: Bishop Julio Xavier Labayen, OCD, DD


“Lecture Series XV: Secularization and Spirituality: Issues, Challenges and
Opportunities in the Philippine Context”
Authors: Fr. Rico Ponce, Fr. Dave Capucao, Dr. Filemon Uriarte, Jr., Bp. Mylo Hubert
Vergara, D.D., Fr. Gerard Francisco Timoner, III, OP and Ms. Susan Vidal



“Ehemplo: Spirituality of Shared Integrity in Philippine Church and Society”
(Second Edition)
Author: Fr. Albert Alejo, SJ
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SEPTEMBER 2016

10th CARDINAL SIN CATHOLIC BOOK AWARDS
(September 14, 2016)
The Indigenous Earth Wisdom: a documentation of the cosmologies of the indigenous
peoples of the Cordillera won in the Cardinal Sin Catholic Book Award under the Ministry
Category and at the same time as Finalist in the Spirituality category.
The awarding was organized by the Asian Catholic Communicators, Inc. with the
collaboration with the Catholic Mass Media Awards. It was held on September 14, 2016 at the
SMX Convention Center, Mall of Asia, during the Manila International Book Fair 2016.
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“LGBTQI ( Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender Queer Intersex)
TIN
Spirituality”
(September 24, 2016)

The Institute of Spirituality in Asia (ISA) continued its monthly Public Forum by inviting
Dr. Michael Lambino to speak on ―LGBTQI Spirituality.‖
Dr. Lambino is an educator, spiritual director, retreat director and pastoral counsellor
with interests in psycho-spirituality, ecological advocacy, inter-culturality and Asian spirituality.
He has been a teacher, graduate school administrator, guest lecturer locally and abroad, guidance
as well as pastoral counsellor, trainor in pastoral counselling, and coordinator of volunteers in
Critical Incident Stress Debriefing (CISD).
Dr. Lambino was Board member of
several foundations, including one where he
had worked with ISA Executive and
Academic Director Fr. Rico Ponce, O.Carm
who detected his `passionate interest‘ in the
topic of ISA‘s forum of September 24, 2016.
`LGBTQI‘ stands for lesbians, gays,
bisexuals, queers and intersex individuals.
The phrase embraces homosexuality and
together with heterosexuality, represents
sexual orientation or gender identity.
Dr. Lambino said that members of the LGBTQI community must ―work through their
experience of rejection, ridicule, discrimination, abuse and shame. They usually (internalize)
these negative perceptions from family and society, ... (and have) to foster a positive self-image
which starts with self-acceptance moving towards self-appreciation.‖
In such a task, a relationship with and an image of a compassionate and loving God is
crucial, he added. ―For example, one‘s relationship with a punishing human father can be
transferred to one‘s image of God the Father.‖
At the forum Dr. Lambino said that GBTQI psycho-spirituality must evaluate how
biblical references to homosexuality are interpreted. There should also be a dialogue with
psychological and social sciences, and a consideration of the thoughts of moral theologians on
LGBTQI concerns.
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For Queers in BULLE
the JudeoChristian tradition, the Bible has
TIN
been a difficult text because of the
way it has been misinterpreted on
issues of homosexuality.
Dr.
Lambino showed a picture of a
rallyist holding a placard ―God
created men and women, not gays
and tomboys.‖
As for the thinking of moral
theologians, the traditional is that
God intends all humans to be
heterosexual and that homosexuality therefore represents a deviation from God‘s divine plan – a
deviation usually explained in terms of sin, and previously as sickness.
According to this view, gays or lesbians must change their sexual orientation through
prayer or counseling, or failing that, live totally celibate and sexually loveless life. Sexual
fulfillment is the exclusive right of heterosexuals (―On the Pastoral Care of Homosexual
Persons,‖ 1986])
But things are changing among some moral theologians. Dr. Lambino quoted Dignity
USA, ―Read within the context of their own historical and cultural backgrounds, the Bible texts
do not address adult, loving homosexual relations as we understand them today.‖
For its part Whosoever.org avers: ―The fact of the matter is that there is no clear
condemnation of people with homosexual orientation living out their lives fully expressing their
orientation, sexual or otherwise, anywhere in the Scriptures.‖
As for love between two gay men or two lesbians, if it is a constructive human love, it is
not sinful and alienating them from God‘s plan (e.g., John McNeill, Taking a Chance on Love
[God]; Margaret Farley, Just Love: Ubi caritas et amor, Deus ibi est.)
Dr. Lambino quoted Pope Francis: ―If someone is gay and he searches for the Lord and
has good will, who am I to judge? We shouldn‘t marginalize people for this – they must be
integrated into society.‖
Dr. Lambino also showed a picture of an ordination of a priest by a gay community and
explained, ―Some organizations have been created by LGBT people who have experienced being
excluded. For example, Metropolitan Community Church is said to be the world‘s first church
group with a primary positive ministry to gays, lesbians, bisexual and transgender persons. ―
He added, ―While many faith traditions have continuously excluded the LGBTQ
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community, others have created space for their LGBT brothers and sisters like BULLE
UCCP.‖ A
placard from UCCP: Let Grace Be Total.
TIN
There should also be a dialogue with psychological and social sciences, Dr. Lambino also
said. He pointed out how a homosexual orientation has no necessary connection with sin,
sickness or failure. For his part
clinical psychologist Dr. Edwin
Decenteceo, in the audience but
soon to speak at ISA‘s Public
Forum in November, recalled that
the
American
Psychological
Association
declassified homosexuality as a
disease and illness in 1973, and
was soon followed by similar
professional bodies.
Dr. Lambino called a
homosexual orientation ―a gift from God to be accepted and lived out in gratitude. God does not
despise anything that God created. Human beings do not choose their sexual orientation, like
their eye color. It cannot be changed through prayer. There is no healthy way to reverse or
change sexual orientation once it is established.‖
At the open forum, Fr. Ponce recalled inviting his usual contacts to this event, only to be
reminded by a nun that homosexuality is an aberration. Also at the forum, a teacher asked for
advice for her nephew coping with shame, depression and anxiety about being `different‘.
What then can LGBTs do? Dr. Lambino gave six spiritual practices for them - coming
out; letting go; making justice; reading Queer Lectio Divina; praying; and worshipping.
Coming out as a spiritual practice takes three stages over and over again: purging oneself
of false images and expectations forced by a heterosexist society; welcoming the ‗illumination‘
or insight that comes from living out an identity more authentic to oneself‘; and ‗union,‘
connection, and abiding with the Divine that is at the deepest center of oneself.
As one of the forum attendees was not afraid to share, ―The cost of coming out is worth
the price.‖ Singer Diana Ross rhapsodized on this, and a local artist sang about being a sirena
happy even if scolded for cross-dressing and for putting on make-up, per videos shown by Dr.
Lambino. Letting go is like the ‗purgation‘ stage. It is a spiritual practice that means freeing
oneself from harmful religious beliefs and institutional expectations that bound an LGBT
individual.
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As for justice making, it is about embracing sexuality and spirituality. These
two are
BULLE
integrally related as expressions of one‘s ‗body self‘ in the world. Ii is also understanding the
TIN
interlocking nature of oppression - the ways homophobia grows out of sexism and is hidden by
issues of race.
Justice making also means dealing with ‗isms‘ among LGBTs like lookISM or the
tyranny of looking good; egoISM or self-absorption; machoISM or a homophobic homo; and
outISM or forced coming out. Reclaiming a Queer spirituality does not exempt LGBTs from
doing justice in one‘s own backyard, Lambino said.
As for Lectio Divina, it is reclaiming the Bible as a sacred text and also reading for
formation. Meditative reading allows the words and stories of scripture to open us to the Divine.
Lambino also pointed out how coming-out stories and the history of the LGBT community can
also be sacred texts.
Although Dr. Lambino had
said that a homosexual orientation
cannot be changed through prayer,
he sees the cultivaton of silence as
a form of prayer and as a profound
spiritual discipline that opens one to
the Divine within himself or herself
and in others.
Keeping silence is listening
deeply to oneself and to others to
discern specific activities for justice
making and letting go. In contrast,
worship involves people in ritual, blessing and expressing Queer rites of passage such as
marriage, baptism, dedications, memorials and celebrations.
Worship is experiencing the Divine and expressing these experiences through music, art,
preaching, teaching, and liturgy, explained Dr. Lambino.
What is the pastoral approach therefore, he was asked at the open forum.
His reply: ―It is providing friendly support where people will feel safe to talk about their
issues without feeling judged right away as abnormal. Start with ourselves and our own context.
Do we see them as persons with dignity? Pope Francis said to take care of the sheep, we must
smell like the sheep.‖
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OCTOBER 2016

TIN

World Media Congress 2016
(October 10-12, 2016)
Together with the International Christian Organization of the Media (ICOM) and New
City Press (NCP), the Institute of Spirituality
in Asia (ISA) co-organized the World Media
Congress

2016

at

the

Carmelite

Missionaries Retreat Center, Tagaytay City
on October 10-12, 2016.
The World Media Congress is a
forum of professionals in secular and
religious journalism. The organization brings
together journalists, publishers, professors
of communication and journalism and other
media experts/practitioners from all parts of the world.
The body also includes individuals

who care for ethics and values, accuracy and

objectivity, and respect for people, cultures and religions.
WMC is organized
by the Switzerland-based
International

Christian

Organization of the Media
(ICOM) which started in
1930 in Belgium and has
around 8,000 members
worldwide.
This event is held
every

three

years

in

various parts of the world.
This

year

its

main

objective was to gather
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international and local media practitioners, students and educators to
reflect on, inspire and share the role of
mass media in today’s contexts. Its overall
theme

was

“Synergy

in

Media:

BULLE
ISA
TIN
BULLE
TIN

Empowering People in Facing Global
Challenges”.
The congress was opened with the
Philippine National Anthem and with
liturgy by the St. Paul Seminarians, an
opening

production

Gregorio

of

St.

by

Teatro

Gregory

San

Academy,

Tagaytay and opening remarks by Fr. Rico Ponce, O.Carm., Executive Director of ISA.
The topics and speakers for this year’s World Media Congress were:
Day 1 “Current Practices, Trends, and Predictions in Media”
By: Mr. Dennis Lim, Head of ABS-CBN Corporation’s Online Video Strategy
“Ethical Consideration in Social Media and Its Application to Social Life”
By: Rev. Fr. Emmanuel Alfonso, SJ, Executive Director of Jesuit Communications, Inc.
“Ecology: Mass Media and Climate Justice”
By: Ms. Elenida Basug, Chief of the Environmental Education and Information Division of
the Environmental Management Bureau of DENR
Break-out Sessions:
“EQ… The New Competitive Edge of Media”
By: Mr. Lito De Guzman, Expert on EQ
“How to Manage Issues and Conflict in Media”
By: Ms. Tita Puangco, President and CEO of Ancilla Enterprise Development Consulting
Inc.
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Day 2 “International Media Synergies”

By: Stefania Tanesini, Italian journalist, and Susanne Janssen, American-German

TIN

Journalist
“Spirituality and Media”
By: Fr. Armand Robleza, SDB
“Synergy in Media: Empowering People in Facing Global Challenges”
By: Michele Zanzucchi
Day 3 Photo Sessions and Tree Planting

On the evening of October 10,
ICOM’s International Journalism and
Media
highlight

Awards
of

were
the

held.

The

International

Journalism and Media Awards Night
2016 was the conferment of the
International Award for Excellence in
Journalism on Filipina investigative
journalist Raissa Robles for her book
“Marcos’ Martial Law – Never Again”
which has become a bestseller.
The School of Dialogue with Oriental Religions (SOR) in the Philippines won the
International Award for Excellence in Communication– Cardinal Foley Award 2016.
Philippine Vice President Leni Robredo gave a message via VTR.
The Congress was truly international with over 200 participants coming from all over the
world.
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NOVEMBER 2016

“Pagdadala Spirituality”
(November 26, 2016)

On Saturday, Nov. 26 the Institute of
Spirituality in Asia (ISA) held its penultimate
Public Lecture for 2016 at the Titus Brandsma
Center.
ISA Executive and Academic Director
Fr. Rico Ponce, O.Carm., Ph.D. welcomed the
30 participants of the monthly activity.
He put a face to its theme of pagdadala
and spirituality by quoting the question of the
widow of a government official assassinated
recently: ―Paano namin dadalhin ang buhay ngayon?‖ (How do my sons and I now carry life‘s
burden?‖).
During the lecture Fr. Ponce said, ―We are here to help us make sense of our lives and to
minister to people - more so those carrying burdens, some heavy and others, light.‖
He also welcomed Dr. Edwin Decenteceo and referred to his work as clinical
psychologist, retired professor at the University of the Philippines, book author, stage actor and
Buddhism meditation practitioner.
In his talk the speaker recalled how in 1985, he saw the failure of Western-trained
psychologists like him (he went to New York University for his graduate and doctoral degrees)
to help indigenous folks, the poor and the victims of human rights violations.
―Doctor, I am depressed,‖ a victim of the martial law regime of the late dictator
Ferdinand Marcos would complain in the office of a psychologist.
―Take this pill,‖ he or she would be told without much analysis.
Dr. Decenteceo responded by making it a point to meet the victims of state torture and
military abuses wherever they felt comfortable and secure - churches, bars, resorts, parks, the
countryside and even the mountain camps of armed partisans.
He also met with parents, spouses, children and other relatives of desaparecidos, the
involuntarily disappeared.
From these clients he heard a common theme - a determination to live on despite
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loneliness and heavy burdens expressed as ―Doc, ang bigat ng dinadala ko.‖
BULLE
He designed steps sensitive to their situation, noted how non-professionals who spoke
TIN
sometimes-brusque language could reach out to the abused, and trained college graduates in the
approach and language he was evolving.
His approach included theater as therapy
for
children,
plus
confidence-building
performances in Europe through the network of
Amnesty International.
During the public lecture of ISA, Dr.
Decenteceo explored with the participants
whether carrying a problem can be lightened by
spirituality.
He asked everyone to write down their
definition of spirituality on metacards, to post
these on a blackboard at the right side of the podium, and to review each other‘s responses,
stressing how all responses are valid.
A common definition of spirituality was: One‘s personal relationship to God.
Using another blackboard, Dr. Decenteceo consulted the participants on the equivalent of
key terms in their native tongue (Tagalog, Ilocano, Bicolano, Hiligaynon and Cebuano).
He sparked spirited group work on the translations of themes of burden, burden bearer,
destination, path, manner of bearing a burden, and events encountered.
―We‘re talking about life,‖ he said at the lively plenary session after the group work, ―and
using the pagdadala story as a metaphor for life.‖
After coffee break Dr. Decenteceo invited everyone to elaborate on their definitions of
spirituality and on their sense of the presence of God in day-to-day life as well as in their innerlife principles.
―Ask yourself how you use spirituality,,‖ he urged, ―Draw how you live out your life as a
story of pagdadala. This in not theory or theologizing but your experience of spirituality. Where
are you now?‖
He drove the audience to self-reflect before they could fill up bond papers with line
drawings pasted on a third blackboard. Lay participants and members of religious congregations
took turns explaining their `works of art‘, an activity which led to heartfelt and sometimesunexpected disclosures on life.
―My sketch is bright and colorful because I am a happy person,‖ said Mark Hallig,
O.Carm novice. ―I have come to believe that happiness is a matter of choice and that life is
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what we make it.‖

BULLE

Invited to explain her sketch, Sr. Estrellita
TIN
Lantin, SFIC spoke of her work with members of
Basic Human Communities along the border of
Laos and Thailand, and of her happiness when
people, including her Thai Franciscan sisters,
bloom.
Keith Ryzon Cenidoza, a member of
Young Carmel Philippines for the past 13 years
and a farmer in the mountains of Tanay, Rizal
south of Manila, said he ―realizes connectivity to the Lord by working with soil while carrying
my scapular and sibak (scythe). I reflect at night on what I have done and write of all this in my
notebooks.‖
The audience visibly drew closer after hearing how peers respond to life.
―Meeting challenges depends to a great extent on how we carry burdens,‖ explained Dr.
Decenteceo. ―My last question is, can you or can you not use the pagdadala story?‖ Almost
everyone answered yes on yet another blackboard. For one, Sr. Lantin said it can help her help
Thai villagers make sense of their lives.
On the other hand, a male participant who did not give his name said he could not use it
because he was not free of the need for a father figure – he was a posthumous baby – ―and
because I was raped.‖ But as he verbalized his thoughts, he came to say, ―Pagdadala can help
empty me of judgments against people. See my blank bond paper there? And I can use it to learn
to love. I can now leave everything to God‘s grace. ‖
For his part Fr. Gilbert Sabado, O. Carm praised the pagdadala story as a good
debriefing tool but said he could not yet use it ―in our colonial culture where I am rooted but still
have much to process‖ (marami pa sa loob ang ilalabas).
In wrapping up the public lecture, Sheba Martinez who is in charge of communication at
ISA, thanked everyone for sharing their rich experiences in life. ―You are all resource persons,‖
added Fr. Ponce. ―You have made this public lecture different and unique because of your
insights.‖
Amidst metacards, blackboards and colorful drawings of co-participants drawings, he
presented tokens and a plaque of appreciation to Dr. Decenteceo for sharing his work in making
pagdadala sensitive to people in distress. ―It is a tool which can help make sense of life, like the
widow I had to console going on with life.‖
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DECEMBER 2016

TIN

“Ginhawa at Pagsamba”
(Quarterly)
On Saturday, Dec. 10, International Human Rights Day, the Institute of Spirituality in
Asia (ISA) co-hosted the last quarterly gathering on spirituality and well-being with partner
organization Growth in Health and Well-being (GINHAWA), Inc.
Dubbed as ―Meaningful Celebration for the Nurturance of the Soul‖, the gatherings had
earlier focused on Valentine‘s Day, Earth, Art, Music and Meditation , and Indigenous People‘s
Month.
ISA Executive and Academic Director Fr. Rico Ponce, O.Carm, Ph.D. welcomed the 35
lay and Religious participants representing various congregations, and gave a perspective to the
Universal Declaration on Human Rights (UDHR).
He said, ―As World War II ended, the world became aware that so many people had died
in the conflict, and supported the
United Nations‘ call for ensuring
lasting peace.‖
On the theme of peace and
human rights, Fr. Ponce began his
talk on Biblical texts on the way to
peace by recalling Aesop‘s fable
on the wolf and the lamb. He then
contrasted the cunning of the wolf
with the peace found in the First
Reading for the Second Sunday of
Advent.
He flashed Isaiah 11 1-10
on the screen, highlighted relevant verses on the Messiah of Peace and asked everyone to read
them aloud: ―Justice shall be the band around his waist, and faithfulness a belt upon his loins.
Then the wolf shall be a guest of the lamb and the leopard shall lie down with the kid, the calf
and the young lion shall browse together, and a little child shall lead them.‖
Stressing the extrajudicial killings as well as the long-running conflict between the
Philippine government and various secessionist groups which affect innocent civilians, including
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indigenous groups in Mindanao (southern Philippines), Fr. Ponce wore a red statement
T-shirt
BULLE
with the slogan Support the People’s Resistance to Militarization and Plunder in Mindanao.
TIN
He said, ―Peace is complicated but it can still achieved in our hearts, communities and in
the world. The solution? Mahatma Gandhi, a Hindu and an advocate of peaceful non-violence in
India‘s fight for independence, said, `We must be the change we wish to see in the world.‘
This Biblical vision, added Fr. Ponce, ―is imperative in our time‖. He shared a Litany of
Peace being circulated by concerned citizens and which reads in part: ―We will … take steps for
unity sharing among the churches to learn more and understand each other‘s perspective.‖
Aside from sharing scriptural text on peace, ISA also coordinated the venue for the
activity - the Open Space of the Titus Brandsma Center and its garden, which served as a
meditation area and as a source of the green leaves and white flowers for the centerpiece
symbolic of well-being.
Led by Leah Tolentino, its founding associate and Program Director, GINHAWA
showed the participants how to `unfreeze‘ through silent walking; deep breathing in and out
(―BIBO, a secret of God given to us‖); exercises for the body to affirm how peace, love, light
and Christ are before us,
behind us, under our
feet, within us, over us
and all around us; and
lastly, greeting and
wishing well one‘s
seatmate.
GINHAWA also
facilitated
the
discussions and showed
visualized songs such as
―Lord, Make Me a
Channel of Your Peace‖
by St. Francis of Assisi.
Other cues for sharing experiences included a counterpart litany in Pilipino - Kapayapaan:
Isang Litanya - written by Rem Tanauan who has been involved in peace programs in the past.
Part of his poem reads: Kung puno ang simbahan, hindli lang iyan ang kapayapaan
(Peace is not only churches full of people) /Paghilom ng sugat… ito ang kapayapaan (Healing
wounds - this is peace) /Suma-atin nawa ang kapayapaan (May we all find peace…).
He ended by intoning, ―Salam, Om Shanti, Shalom‖ and ―Peace‖ in the Tibetan, Korean
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and other languages to remind everyone of the universal longing for peace.
BULLE
Tolentino then urged, ―Let peace happen within ourselves. Let us be open and alert, and
TIN
listen to what is happening to us in the context of home and country, to our world and society.‖
As for audience participation, the Vietnamese
sisters of the Adorers of the Blood of Christ - who make
it a point to attend every quarter - .contributed their
skills in flower arrangements to crafting the centerpiece.
Also, volunteers joined GINHAWA members in acting
out people `doing their thing‘ and unmindful of a fist
fight between two male co-workers, until a woman
intervenes, cries for help, and `conscienticizes‘ a few of
them to step in.
In the processing which followed, everyone was
asked, ―Identify which part of the mime had spoken to
you personally; what area of un-peace did you become
aware of in your family, place, school and community;
and how do you feel about this?‖
In answer, some of the participants shared how
they had tried to resolve conflicts with family members,
co-workers and even church group co-members, and others admitted to keeping to themselves
even at home.
Tanauan said, ―Our sharing was a good opportunity to share our experiences and thoughts
coming from the heart. We had good insights on our society and country. All things have a face,
and peace is a witnessing. Sharing clarifies and punctuates.‖
For her part Tolentino described the `revelations‘ as valuable: ―What is important is to
find peace in ourselves, start the search for peace and stop the vicious cycle of fighting with
other individuals and with the government.‖
The morning concluded with St. Francis‘ hymn to peace and a rite of lighting candles
for peace, making a commitment to peace, and holding hands around the centerpiece containing
origami-style paper cranes and other symbols of peace.
―Let us send peace to our families,‖ urged the GINHAWA Team as the video screen
showed images of guns and had a young girl singing I Wish for Peace.
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The Team added, ―Take a deep breath; look at each other and smile. Look to
the light,
BULLE
knowing that peace is possible. Hold hands and send peace to everyone. And now, what is the
TIN
one word you want to leave us?‖

Trust, serenity; love, solidarity, brotherhood, blessing, respect and family – these readily
came from the participants. The GINHAWA Team added Bathala nawa (God, hopefully).
Prayers were led by a participant who confessed to finally making peace with her
husband and to intending to make peace with her co-workers in the church.
Tolentino followed up with wishes for peace within the Church and ―for us to share the
peace in our being. May peace be with us as we prepare to welcome the Price of Peace.‖
For his part Fr. Ponce looked back to a year of meaningful themes and said before
blessing the simple Christmas lunch of sautéed noodles. ―See you in January as we open 2017
with a repeat of our well-attended session on the spirituality of laughter.‖
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Day of Mindfulness
(Once a month)

BULLE
TIN

The Day of Mindfulness (DOM) continues once a month with the Plum Village
Philippines. Participants in this meditation usually are educators and students.
Plum Village Philippines is a community of practitioners of mindfulness, loving kindness
and understanding. This activity follows the teachings of Zen Master Thich Nhat Hanh of Plum
Village (France), and the facilitators are the sangha in the Philippines: The Boat of Compassion.
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ARISE: Paskuhan sa bahay ng mga katutubong Dumagat
BULLE
December 15, 2016

TIN

"To DO JUSTICE, to LOVE KINDNESS, to WALK HUMBLY with God" is the main
thrust of ARISE, a movement for the Dumagats, one of the many indigenous peoples in the
Philipines.
ARISE joined the
Lakbayan of National
Minorities and sealed its
solidairity with
other
people‘s
organizations
supporting the right to
ancestral land through a
symbolic blood compact
or SANDUGO.
Since
then,
ARISE
has
been
responding to the needs of
the Dumagat. Together
with the Dumagat from
Quezon and Rizal, ARISE organized a PANULUYAN (search for shelter) and a Christmas
Party on December 15, 2016.
The program began with introductory remarks from Fr. Teody, CSsR, who said that
despite the continuing militarization and harassment done to the Dumagat, there are many things
to be thankful for. ARISE therefore organized the celebration and invited different groups,
religious congregations and individuals in solidarity with the Dumagat.
After the opening message of Fr. Teody, Fr. Alex, CSsR explained the meaning of Sulo
or the light of peace that they had carried during the Panunuluyan. The Sulo symbolizes the light
of peace and was first lit on December 7 at the Redemptorist Church, Baclaran. It was used
during prayer and recollections. At the panunuluyan it elicited prayers and hopes for the reality
of peace.
Afterwards, the invited guests gave solidarity messages. Ka Allan and Ka Bart from the
National Democratic Front of the Philippines (NDFP) lauded ARISE for its active involvement
with the struggling masses like the IPs, and shared hopes for the upcoming peace talks in January
2017.
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For his part Fr. Rico Ponce, O.Carm. spoke of the joys and struggles encountered
BULLE by
ARISE in responding to the needs of Dumagat.
TIN
Fr. Joel, MDJ shared the importance of awareness about the plight of Dumagat which
was experienced by their MDJ lay missionary in living with a Dumagat family for a number of
days.
One of the Kagawads (elected officials in the baragay) present also shared his
involvement with the cause of Dumagat.
Most of the people present in the celebration expressed their solidarity with the Dumagat
and vowed to support their advocacy.
No celebration is
complete without festive
food, dancing, singing
and
companionship.
After all the inspiring
and
encouraging
solidarity
messages,
good and nutritious food
cooked with love was
served. It was cooked
with love because the
community helped in
slicing the vegetables
and in grilling the fish
and meat. It was sweet
because it was donated by generous people. Almost everyone enjoyed eating with their hands
while sharing stories.
After the festive meal came kulturang pagtatanghal or community singing and dancing.
A number of progressive bands and people's artists shared their talent and expertise in music. l.
The Paskuhan sa bahay ng mga katutubong dumagat in Antipolo was indeed a joyful
moment of solidarity and an expression of God's coming to the world. ARISE is thankful to all
who came to give life to the celebration and wish everyone a happy Christmas and a blessed
New Year.
Yes, God is with us in the struggle for our right to ancestral domain and in fighting for
justice and lasting peace!
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ISA Christmas Fellowship 2016
December 17, 2016

BULLE
TIN

The ISA staff, together with Executive Director Fr. Rico Ponce, O.Carm., spent the last
day of office before the Christmas break by holding the monthly staff meeting in the morning
and by having a Eucharistic celebration presided by Fr. Ponce.
To thank everyone for another successful year, the Institute sponsored a lunch-out.
Merry Christmas and a prosperous new year, everyone!!!
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